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... Message From President’s Desk ...
Dear Friends,

It has been an honor to serve as your President for the past two years. In these two years,
I have sought the following ventures: approving our nonprofit statue, creating our
magazine Marudyan, and focusing on getting sponsorships from several organizations.
All of these successes have enabled us to extend the reach of the Bengali Association
of Nevada (BANV) and be able to better create quality events for our community
members. However, I attribute these successes to my committee members, who have
worked tirelessly for BANV, and I am grateful for their help and support.

I have seen this organization from its very beginnings and am incredibly proud to see
how much it has grown since then. This growth is only possible because of your support
to BANV. Because of your support, we are able to host events to experience our culture,
our ethnicity, our roots in another country and pass down our traditions to the future
generations. It is with a heavy heart that I leave this committee after eight years of work
in the executive committee, but I wish the best for this community and looking forward
to see the success of this organization in the future.

Wishing you a very happy Durga Puja!
Best wishes,

Lipika Mukhopadhyay
President | Bengali Association of Nevada

… Updates from Bengali Association of Nevada …
Greetings from the committee on the occasion of Durga Puja! It has been a rewarding two
years to serve on the committee. The community has made great strides during the past
two years. As we prepare for a new committee to take over, here are the salient highlights
of what has been achieved during the past two years:

▪

First and foremost, our BANV community has become a 501 ( c ) 3 organization in
2019. It has been a long journey to achieving this status, one that started several years
ago. We are delighted to have achieved this culmination. This will allow us to receive
donations and sponsorships and enable the donors and sponsors to receive tax
exemption for their contributions.

▪

The BANV magazine Marudyan, in its second year of publication, reflects
contributions from our community members. It also recognizes our sponsors. We
commend it to your reading.

▪

The committee was able to raise additional money in the form of sponsorships in both
years, 2018 and 2019. We hope that future committees will be able to continue on
that.

▪

We had a new venue for the Durga Puja and other BANV events, which allowed us to
bring in guest artists from India.

▪

The BANV website has been substantially improved. Now community members are
able to get updates on the BANV events from the website and also pay online. This
has helped us streamline the process.

While this is not meant to be a laundry-list of accomplishments over the last two years, but
we feel it would be helpful to take stock and provide salient information for the incoming
committee members – so that they can continue to enhance this community in multiple
ways.

Of course, there have been challenges within our community as well. We have lost two of
our community members Kalyan -Da (Kalyan Bhattacharya) and Ajoy-Da (Ajoy Datta) who
passed away recently. We pray that their souls rest in peace. We have also had community
members move for professional reasons. We certainly miss them as well.

However, we also are delighted to welcome new members who have moved to Las Vegas
recently. Many of them attended our Puja this year and we hope we will continue to have
their support. We also welcome newborns into our community. Congratulations to the new
parents!

As we conclude this status update, we should let you know about the upcoming NABC
event on July 3 - July 5 2020, to be held at the Westgate Resort and Casino. We Bengalis in
north America are well aware of NABC. We request you to make it a success so that we can
keep the “Bangaliana” flag flying high in the Valley.

Best wishes for Bijoya Dashami.
JOY MA DURGA!!!
The BANV Committee
(Lipika, Joyati, Sutirtha, and Sunil)

Lipika Mukhopadhyay
President | BANV

Joyati Goswami

Sutirtha Chatterjee

Sunil K Vasu

Director|BANV

Secretary | BANV

Treasurer|BANV
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Bimal & Dipti Mukhopadhyay
For guiding us year after year in all Puja occasions
And
Being generous to perform rituals despite of odd circumstances

Lipika Mukhopadhyay
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&
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For their continuous effort in making Puja
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All the Community members
for joining us
And
Making this Autumn Festival great
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Mathnasium Centers in the Las Vegas Valley

Mathnasium of Green Valley
55 S Valle Verde Dr #450
(702) 445-7683

Mathnasium of Anthem, NV
Anthem Highlands
2850 Bicentennial Pkwy Suite 110
(702) 979-6282
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Heartily Congratulations
to all BANV Members

From

Dr. Deb, Lipika, Riya & Rahul Mukhopadhyay
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~ Art Work ~
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~ A Prayer ~

~ Word Nation ~

-- Bidur Mukherjee

-- Bidur Mukherjee

May I remain firm in faith
Through all storms
That come my way
As time marches on
Ever changing melodies
Joyous and sad
Of Your grand orchestra
Will fill the earth and skies
May I be able to play my part
With deep devotion
May the tears that flow
Cleanse the heart
And when the din dies down
In silence, may I meet myself

Words , words , words
Everywhere you turn
A deluge of words
Necessary words, redundant words
Funny words, scary words
Crass words, refined words
Angry words, conciliatory words
Innocent words, mischievous words
Stupid words, wise words
Caring words, insensitive words
Enchanting words, jarring words
Words concise and
Words that confuse
Words to hide behind
And words that reveal too much
Articulated words and
Words between the lines
Words that are like swords
And words that soothe
Words that lie and
Words laden with truth
And while we make sense of this steady
Barrage day and night
Friends, can we keep the volume down?

~ O Mother Awaken Shraddha Hidden in Our Egoistic Hearts!! ~
-- Bimal Mukhopadhyay
We implore upon Thee, O Mother of all our mothers,
Awaken the shraddha hidden deep in our egoistic hearts.
Teach our hearts to offer themselves wholly on Thy lotus feet,
So we may worship Thee with all our love unconditional,
Fully blossoming in our heart-lotuses, we may unite with Thee.
Shedding then our mortal cages, eternally on Thy Blissful Lap,
We are in Nirbikalpa Samadhi! We are Home in Thee.
Gibamukta we, we then play anew joyfully with Thee,
In Thy Cosmic Maya, in any role pleases Thee, eternally!
Jai Ma Durga! Remove all veils of ignorance in and around us.
Deliver us from mortality; we are Thy children enmeshed in ignorance!
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~ WAKE ME UP FROM THIS DREAM, O LOVE OF MY LOVE! ~
-- Bimal Mukhopadhyay
You are in my heart and in everybody, everything, everywhere, my Love,
Yet I cannot feel You in and around me anymore, anywhere for so long!
I feel so humiliated, ashamed knowing that even though You are here,
I do not see You, feel You; so deluded is my heart, so blind are my eyes!
Will you open my eyes, my heart, and wake me from this slumber,
From this dream of eons, and wash me clean so I may see You again,
Be with you, drench my thirst for Your love and omniscience?
I want none of these any longer---these delusions in Your Dream creation.
Put me wherever You want but only with You in and around me always,
So I can see You, feel You and love You, and feed You as I want,
So I may worship you again with my eternal love and devotion,
And wash your feet with my tears stored in my eyes of incarnations.
O Ocean of mercy, Love of love, is it not time yet for me to realize You, Ma?
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~ MathCon 2019 ~
-- Dora Chatterjee
Dora Chatterjee
Mrs. Devine
English 2 Honors
August 28, 2019
“Mr. Hikmet, did you get the results for Mathcon yet?” I said eagerly waiting for his response. I
qualified. I had qualified for the Mathcon nationals that would take place in Chicago! This was a
very exhilarating moment along with a tense moment too. I passed the first part, but the question
was, would I be able to place at nationals? There are so many other people who have a stronger
background in math than me. I decided that I would have to dedicate time to doing more math
in order to do well. A month passed by just like that and it was time for the contest. We were
already at the airport getting ready to go through security when my friend asked, “Dora, you
ready?” I was not as prepared as I wanted to be because I did not have that much time to
prepare even though I planned on it. Thinking about that made me even more nervous.
It was a Thursday night and we reached Chicago very late at night, so late that it was actually
early in the morning. We had a free day for all of Friday because the contest was on Saturday
morning. On Friday, our whole group went to a museum and roamed the city of Chicago on trains
and buses viewing the beautiful scenery. The night before the competition was slowly creeping
upon me. After a long day of touring around, my friend and I sat down on our beds to look over
some math formulas. I had planned to go over more concepts about math the past month but
did not have time. My friend asked, “Let’s go over some of the most common ones that pop up.”
It was past 10 pm at night and I did not want to look over but I realized, if I needed to do well the
next day, it would immensely benefit me to look over the formulas. After reviewing, we went to
bed ready to wake up the next day. Little did we know, we had great surprises awaiting us!
As we woke up early the next morning, we saw that it was snowing! Being a native of Las Vegas,
it is extremely rare to see the snowfall in action. We got ready, had breakfast and left for the
convention center where the competition was taking place. Uneasiness started to struck me as
we filed lines to enter the contest room. “Three, two, and one. Your time starts now.” 40 minutes.
That was it. It was now or never. This 40 minutes was that something that I would never have again
in my life. It was important to utilize it correctly. The first question that was on the contest was
based on one of the formulas we studied the previous night! I felt a ray of hope solving that
question and just like that, 40 minutes was over. My friend and I enjoyed the snow outside and ate
lunch as we waited for the award ceremony to begin with tension building up inside of my
compact brain.
As the clock struck 2:30, we rushed to the ballroom of the convention center anticipating our
results. The awards for 9th grade had just begun and my heart felt like it was jumping up and down
inside of my body. I could not believe what I had just heard. I WAS GIVEN THE HONORABLE
MENTION MEDAL! It had been the most perfect day in my life. I woke up in the morning to snow,
had a chance to apply my last minute studying skills and won a medal! I still regret not studying
more; I might have been able to maybe get a bronze or silver medal if I put in enough effort. Well,
they always say, “Better luck next time and don’t give up!”
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~ Technology in Education ~
-- Dora Chatterjee
AP Seminar
13 September 2019
Introduction and Research Question
Have you ever imagined how school would have been different without technology? There
would be no Google to search up your research or no Grammarly to check your conventions.
Many people say that technology is immensely beneficial to the education system. Other people
think the exact opposite. They believe that technology hinders education in many ways. This leads
us to the main question, “Do the benefits of technology in education outweigh the negative
impacts?” This question needs a deep deliberation into the pros and cons of the role of
technology in online education, and this is the focus of this essay.
Pros of Online Education: Flexibility, Efficiency, and Effectiveness
The first advantage of online education is its inherent flexibility. Many people who did not have
access to methods of education now have a chance to complete further degrees. It has been
noted that “technology provides new methods and approaches for educational activities”
(Karatas et al., 122). For example, someone who is working a full-time job may want to pursue
further education but is constrained due to the lack of time. With online education, they have a
chance to simultaneously work on their job and earn money while engaging with online learning.
The flexibility is not only for the learner, but for the teacher as well. In an online environment, the
teacher has the flexibility to post course materials at any time during the day. For example, a
teacher could log in after dinner and add course materials . This flexibility allows the teacher to
be more productive.
The second advantage of online education is its efficiency. Through the online mode, a
teacher can communicate more efficiently to his/her students. For example, the teacher could
make a concise and well-articulated announcement, which will immediately reach all students
via email. Or the teacher could update grades on the online portal and the students get that
grade update immediately, helping them in their future plans for the course.
The third positive impact of technology in online education includes effectiveness. When a
teacher is able to provide a student in need with the exact help they require, that student has a
greater probability of achieving success. In an online environment, a teacher has multiple modes
to communicate information to the student, such as email, online video conferencing, discussions,
and announcements. This makes the delivery of content more effective in an online environment.
Not surprisingly, “according to a 2009 study conducted by the U.S. Department of Education,
which reviewed more than 1,000 studies conducted on online learning between 1996 and 2008,
students performed better in an online education situation than in face-to-face situations, on
average” (Wilson and Allen, 2).
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Cons of Online Education
However, there are challenges to online education as well. One of the major arguments
against the use of technology include the increase in students’ anxiety. Anxiety has been “an
emotion that is often viewed as being detrimental to learning and academic performance”
(Hilliard et al., 2). Anxiety happens especially when students do not have a personal human
contact with the professor, who could mentor them through personal interaction. Student anxiety
tends to be more common in online environments, as the teacher is invisible and the students
often feel left to themselves.
Another negative includes the loss of jobs for teachers. As stated by Derek Thompson in “A
World Without Work”, “Oxford researchers have forecast that machines might be able to take
half of all U.S. jobs within two decades” (Thompson, 8). In this case he is talking about jobs that do
not require higher level education which are more common than the teaching occupation. His
statement stands accurate for all kinds of jobs and not just laborious tasks. For example, in a faceto-face class, you have a certain capacity of students that you can take whereas in an online
class, you can have many more students. If a face-to-face class has, say, a maximum limit of 30
students it means that if the limit is crossed, a new class has to be opened which will be taught by
another teacher. This helps in preserving jobs for more people which will result in lower amounts
of unemployment rates. Last but not least, a final negative point includes the reduction of
communication between humans. With our computers or phones in our hands, we do not require
the need for physical communication to ask the teacher any questions or even pay attention to
what they are saying. As stated, “Authors discovered that due to the pervasive use of the Internet
in education, communication and entertainment, there has been a significant decrease in faceto-face interaction among youth” (Drago, 14). This means that as technology advances, sooner
or later, we may barely have any human-to-human interaction, thus may be contributing to the
creation of a mechanized and dystopian society.
Conclusion: Comparing the Benefits and Challenges in Online Education
In my opinion, between the two views on the effect of technology, the benefits seem to
outweigh the negative impacts. Looking at the affirmative side, you are able to see how
technology has given more opportunities to people who previously did not have them and has
made distance a non-issue. In a world without technology, you would not be able to have access
to the smallest of things that we can easily reach out to. Looking at the negative side, you see
that the arguments as to why technology is harmful does not outweigh the benefits because the
reasons are not strong enough.
I feel that it is possible to design educational technology such that the challenges are
minimized. For example, more human interaction could be promoted via rich mediums such as
online video meetings and web tools. Again, while technology can reduce teaching jobs, it could
also create more jobs for designers of that technology. Thus, using technology in online education
may shift the nature of jobs, but not reduce the count of jobs itself. Considering how we can
mitigate the challenges provided by technology in online education and reinforce the positive
effects of technology, a compelling argument could be made that technology-based benefits
can definitely outweigh the technology-induced challenges in online education.
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~ The East India Company– the pioneer of corporate aggression! ~

-- By Nirmalya Chatterjee
I.

Introduction

The East India Company (‘The Company’) was undoubtedly the greatest multinational corporate
enterprise to succeed in replacing some of the most powerful rulers and subjugating the vast Indian
sub-continent for over three hundred years in a calculated and ruthless manner. Shrewd acumen
and Governmental support, backed by a small but superbly efficient team of administrators and
ruthless private army were key to its achievements. This article is a brief account of the pioneering
strategies and tactics the Company devised that enabled them to create the largest colony in
history.

II.
Birth
The year was 1599. September 23,1599 to be exact. A group of the richest merchants and brave
sea captains gathered in a small merchant hall in London with the then Mayor gracing the meeting.
They had gathered pledges from about a hundred investors for a total of about $5 million in today’s
value, not a very large sum for this privately held start-up company. England was a modest
agriculture based economy at the time. The investors envisioned trading with the East would be a
way to make some profit and stimulate the British economy, as the Spaniards, the Portuguese and
the Dutch were doing at the time. Some of the investors were in positions of great power and were
close to the monarchy. Queen Elizabeth I heard whispers of a ‘British Empire’. The company charter
- authorizing them exclusive rights for the trade and unlimited freedom to do whatever they
deemed necessary to achieve their objectives - received the Queen’s blessing. None of the
commonly heard questions like ‘conflict of interest’, ‘monopoly’, ‘insider trading’, bribery, or,
‘Foreign Corrupt Practices’ crossed anyone’s mind. Thus, a multi-national company was born to
drive the history’s greatest economic and political conquest.

III.
Launch
Sea routes to the Indian ocean were very much controlled by the Portuguese and the Dutch
merchants with their formidable might at the time. The first major act for the British was to pirate a
Portuguese ship full of jewels, gold, cloth, cinnamon and bring it to England – and it was the largest
ship ever seen in England. What were also valuable in the ship were all the trade routes and
navigation maps for India and far east that the Portuguese merchants had created. This followed
a major battle (the Battle of Swally) near Surat where the Company decisively defeated the
Portuguese. With the wind of military victory behind them, the Company now turned to diplomacy
to gain a foothold into the mainland. India at the time had a population of about 125 million and
was producing about a quarter of global manufacturing. It was the world’s largest producer of
textiles. King James I sent Sir Thomas Roe to Emperor Jahangir to strike a deal to start operations in
Surat and, in exchange, provide the Emperor with luxury goods from Europe to his great satisfaction.
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Jahangir encouraged the Company’s trade and offered it ‘free liberty without restraint’ to operate.
The company established over twenty factories in Madras, Bombay and Calcutta in the next
several decades. The major factories became the walled forts of Fort William in Calcutta, Fort St
George in Madras and the Bombay Castle. The Company’s main businesses were textiles, silk, dye,
and tea. King Charles II, in an effort to strengthen the company, gave it the rights to territorial
acquisitions, to mint money, to make war and peace, and to administer civil and criminal justice
system. And by early 1700, Emperor Jahangir, in a gesture of good hospitality, completely waived
customs duty for the Company in Bengal. All of the stars were becoming aligned for the company!

IV.
Monopoly
As the company continued its march on growing its trading operations, the Parliament started to
become concerned about the monopoly it was enjoying and enacted a law in 1698 to take away
the exclusive rights and created a parallel East India Company. Lo and behold, the powerful
stockholders of the old company quickly put money in the new company and started controlling it
too. After a few years of squabble between the two companies, they merged in 1708 along with
bringing in a third partner – the State. The marriage between the private and public is now official.
The government became more engaged to defend the interests of the Company due to ongoing
Anglo-French war. Profits brought through trades were invested in lobbying by doling out company
shares to the members of the parliament. Intense lobbying and corporate takeovers to stifle
competition has remained a common practice since then!

V.
Robert Clive
As commercial interests started to establish firm roots, the Company began to focus its attention on
its military and territorial ambitions. Robert Clive was undoubtedly the single biggest contributor in
paving the way for the company to expand its operations and ultimately establish the British Empire
in the subcontinent. Clive joined the company as a humble Accountant in his early twenties. He
was quickly sent off to Madras. Clive did not like being in India at all. But he was fiercely ambitious
and unusually forceful. This was also the time when the French forces attacked the company in
Madras. Clive demonstrated his extra-ordinary potentials in military operations and turned back the
French attack. The Company awarded him hefty commissions for his work following which he got
married in Madras and returned to London with his bride. Clive ‘bought’ a seat in the parliament
with his commission money but got ejected for engaging in corrupt practice. Soon thereafter, the
Company Board received an intelligence report in London of French armada’s imminent voyage
heading towards India. Clive, with his past success making him a natural choice for the Company,
welcomed the opportunity to redeem himself and headed to India for the second time.

VI.
Siraj ud-Daula
Bengal was the richest province of the Mughal Empire then and Calcutta became by far the
biggest trading station of the company by mid-eighteenth century with over 60 percent of the
company’s exports from Asia passing through there. The Company Directors sent order to Fort
Williams to strengthen its defense in view of the French threats. Siraj ud-Daula, the Nawab of Bengal
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at the time, was ruling from Murshidabad, a town substantially larger than Calcutta and was about
three days’ sailing distance from it on the Ganges. He took over after the death of his grandfather,
the previous Nawab, Aliverdi Khan. Aliverdi maintained a very prosperous Bengal and appreciated
the economic contributions the Company was making to Bengal. Siraj was not a man of many
virtues and was not well liked. One of his biggest errors was alienating the Jagat Seths, the great
bankers of Bengal, who were instrumental in bringing Aliverdi to power. Siraj ud-Daula became
angry about the Company making the fortification of Fort William without his approval. He decided
to attack Calcutta with his 70,000 men strong force, led by his main General Mir Jafar Ali. The
Company’s force of less than 1000 got crushed!

VII.
Conquering Bengal
The Company Directors in London concluded that it was important to retake Calcutta and ordered
the four battleships to sail from Madras to carry out the mission. Clive was not going to miss his big
chance. He saw a great opportunity to make some profit in the company stock. Clive quickly took
back Calcutta, declared war on Siraj in the name of the Company and went into the offensive.
The Jagat Seth bankers, very unhappy with Siraj, created the front in Mir Jafar, and offered to help
the Company in overthrowing Siraj. The Company Directors realized that was not the original goal
but gave a green signal to the plan. Mir Jafar, aptly described by Clive as ‘a prince of little
capacity’, had no hesitation in accepting the bribe to become the puppet Nawab. Clive departed
for Plassey with a small army of 800 Europeans, 2200 South Indian sepoys and only eight cannons in
June of 1757. Siraj was waiting in the mango plantations of Plassey with his 50,000 men safely
entrenched. Soon after the battle started, a huge contingent of the Mughal army started leaving
the fighting, led by none other than Mir Jafar. He delivered his promise, the battle ended in a
stampede, and he became the new Nawab. Siraj ran away but was quickly apprehended and
brought back to be executed soon after he turned twenty-five. Clive, collected $250 million as his
prize money and became the richest man in Europe. The entire content of the Bengal treasury was
loaded into hundred boats and floated down the Ganges from Murshidabad to the Company
headquarters in Calcutta. Siraj’s palki that he left at Plassey is proudly displayed at Powis Castle in
Wales. The Hindustani word ‘loot’ comfortably found a home in the English dictionary for good.
Plassey was followed by the Battle of Buxur in 1765. The Company defeated the army of Mughal
Emperor Shah Alam and coerced him to grant the company the right (Diwani) to collect revenue
in Bengal province with the help of its own armed forces. The Company, only answerable to its
shareholders, stopped remotely looking like a trading company. The Company Directors were
elated to watch the share price almost double!

VIII.
Empire Building
The Company spent the second half of the eighteenth century building an empire while filling up
its coffer. The Company was an empire within an empire. It coordinated its progress with the
Government and sent a variety of able hands from England, notably, Hastings, Cornwallis (back
from surrendering to George Washington in America) and Wellesley. The size of its private army
grew from a few hundred at the beginning of the eighteenth century to over 250,000 at the end –
double of the total British army at the time. It used clever and ruthless execution to sequentially
defeat the Nawab of Awadh, Tipu Sultan of Mysore, the mighty Maratha Confederacy of Holkar &
Scindia, and finally the last of the Mughal Emperors. It had created a vast and sophisticated
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administration, built much of London dock and was managing almost half of British trade. This very
significant period of sub-continent’s colonial history merits a lengthy and in depth discussion in a
separate article. The Company’s rule turned into massive pillage of Bengal and transfer of the loot
to west. Exploitive agriculture policy caused the famine in Bengal in 1770 wiping out one third of
the population which led to massive shortfall of land revenue and the Company’s bubble burst
causing thirty banks to collapse in Europe. The Company then asked for a massive government
bail-out. It was too big to fail. The world’s first multi-national corporation was saved by the history’s
first mega-bailout!

IX.
Globalization
The Company then leveraged its commercial prowess in the subcontinent to expand globally.
China had the world’s largest GDP at the time and was a large exporter to the Western countries.
Opium was banned in China. The Company created a monopoly on shipping opium from Calcutta
to a Hong Kong island illegally to the tune of over 1400 tons a year. As China started to crack down
on the illegal trade, the First Opium War started in 1839 between Chinese and British forces, whereby
China had to give up its control over Hong Kong to the British. A Second Opium War started by
Britain and France against China in 1856 that lasted for over five years and ended with China
allowing opium importation from anywhere in the world. China’s sovereignty over its territory was
compromised until the end of the twentieth century when Hong Kong was turned over back to
China. The Government passed the Tea Act of 1773, which allowed the Company to sell tea from
China to the American colonies. American patriots dumped the tea in Boston Harbor in protest of
unfair taxes which started the American Revolution ending in its independence from the British
empire in 1776.

X.
The British Raj
There was widespread, deep resentment in the army personnel and civilians against the Company
oppression. This ultimately exploded into massive rebellion known as the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 and
1858 which resulted in unprecedented killings and atrocities on both sides. This alarmed the
Government and opened their eyes to the anarchy and devastation that occurred in the vast
subcontinent for over two hundred years. Parliament passed the Government of India Act 1858
dissolving the Company. The center of power and control shifted from the Company’s modest East
India House at London’s Leadenhall Street to Westminster and Buckingham Palace. The British Raj
was established!

XI.
Epilogue
Leo Tolstoy wrote: “A Commercial company enslaved a nation comprising two hundred million
people.” The Times of London commented on the Company in 1873: “It accomplished a work such
as in the whole history of human race no other trading company ever attempted, and such as
none, surely, is likely to attempt in the years to come.” Let us hope the prediction of The Times is
correct!
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~ Picture Gallery ~

Durga Puja
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~ আমার চ াখে রবীন্দ্রনাথ ~
-- বিমল মুখ োপোধ্যোয়
সূচনোখে িবল – আবম ভোরেিখষ েকখলখে যোওয়োর পর থেখক রিীন্দ্রনোে সম্বখে থকোনও চচেো কবরবন। ১৯৭০ সোখল এখেখে (USA) আসোর পর
থেো নই। আরও একটো কেো িবল – িহুবেন িোাংলো বলব বন িো িবলওবন। েোই আে িোাংলোয় এই পবরখিেনোয় আমোর ভুলত্রূটট হখল থেোমরো
আমোখক মোেেনো কখরো।
অখনক েেক কোল পযন্ত
ে আবম য ন বকছু গোন ও কবিেো পবি িো শুবন আমোর অন্তর আকবষেে হয় থকন েো েোনখে বিখেষ ইচ্ছো েোখগ।
েোনখে ইচ্ছো কখর এ কবি িো গোয়করো অন্তবনবহখে
ে
সবেযকোখর থক ? বক িো থক অনুপ্রোবনে কখর থয েব্দ িো ভোখির প্রকোে এঁরো কখরন।
জ্ঞোে িো অঞ্জোে ভোখি আবম অনুভি কবর এঁখের অন্তর থেখক অশ্রু উৎসোবরে হখয় পখর, ভোখির গভীখর আত্মহোরো হখয় এঁরো য ন কবিেো
রচনো কখরন িো গোন গোন।
আবম এ ন বনশ্চিে থয এঁরো প্রকৃেপখে ভশ্চিখযোগী। এঁরো আবধ্দেবিক , যোঁরো েোঁখের অন্তরোত্মোর থপ্রম বনখিেন কখরন েোঁখের থপ্রবমক
পরমোত্মোর কোখছ এসি কবিেো িো গোখনর মোধ্যখম। এঁখের বনখের কোখছই হয়খেো অঞ্জোে থকন এ পবিত্র থপ্রমোশ্রু েোঁখের হৃেয় থেখক উচ্ছল
হখয় িইখে েোখক। আবম অনুভি কবর থয এটোই েোঁখের অন্তরোত্মোর বিহোর পরমোত্মোর সখে বমলখনর েনয। সমস্ত গীেোর মধ্য বেখয় এই
সবেযই িইখছ।
থেোমোখের মখন েোকখে পোখর ২০১৪ রিীন্দ্রেয়ন্তী উৎসখি আবম “আমোর থচোখ রিীন্দ্রনোে” সম্বখে একটট সাংবেপ্ত িিিয কখরবছলোম।
েোর সোর বছখলো রিীন্দ্রনোে একেন ঋবষ বছখলন। থযমন রোমোয়খের িোল্মীবক, রুিোখয়ৎ’র ওমোর খ য়োম এিাং God Talks With Arjun,
Bhagavat Gita- Royal Science of God Realization এর থল ক পরমহাংস থযোগোন্নদ্র হখলন ঋবষর উেোহরে। প্রশ্ন উঠখে পোখর ঋবষ থক?
গীেোর ৫ম অধ্যোখয়র ২৫ থলোখক ভগিোন কৃষ্ণ ঋবষর পবরচয় বেখয়খছন :“ল্ভখন্ত ব্রহ্মোবনিোনম্
ে
ঋষয়ঃ েীেকল্মষোঃ ।
বছন্নদৈধ্ো য়েোত্মোনঃ সিভূে েবহখে রেোঃ ।।“
অেোৎ
ে যোঁরো পোপেূনয, ৈন্দ্বহীন, ইশ্চন্দ্রয়বিেয়ী, সিেো
ে সৃটির মেল কখম েবনয়ে, েোঁরোই পরমোত্মোয় সমোবহে। েোঁরো ঋবষ। ঋবষ বেন পযোখয়র
ে
িলো থযখে পোখর :১) থেিবষ ে– থযমন নোরে্মুবন
২) ব্রহ্মবষ ে– থযমন ৈোপর যুখগ ভরৈোে
৩) রোেবষ ে– থযমন রোমোয়খের েনক
আেখকর িিখিযর নোম স্বোভোবিক ভোখিই “আমোর থচোখ রিীন্দ্রনোে বৈেীয় ভোগ”।
আমোর বিশ্বোস রিীন্দ্রনোে সনোেন ধ্ম েেোখে বিখেষ েে বছখলন। েোঁর অখনক গোন এিাং কবিেোখে েোর প্রকোে উজ্বল। েোর কখয়কটো
উেোহরে একটু পখর বেশ্চচ্ছ । ভূ বমকো স্বরূপ িবল – সনোেন েোখের প্রোেবমক উৎস হখলো ভোরেিখষরে চেু খিে।
ে এ থিে সাংকলন সম্ভি হয়
ভোরখের ঋবষখের ৈোরো, যোঁরো প্রেযেেেখন
ে পরমোত্মো থেখক থিখের ঞ্জোন অেেন কখরন। গে ৈোপর যুখগ ভগিোন কৃষ্ণ েোঁর বপ্রয়েম বেষয
অেুন
ে থক সনোেন ধ্খমরে থিেোবন্তক েোে পুনেেোন কখরন মোনি েোবের মেখলর েনয, ধ্খমরে পুনর্স্োপন
ে
করোর েনয। এই পুনপ্রকোেখক
ে
থিেিযোস গীেো নোখম সাংকলন কখরন, েো থেোমরো েোখনো।
রিীন্দ্রনোখের েোেঞ্জোখনর কখয়কটো উেোহরে বেই :গীেোর েেম অধ্যোখয়র ১১ থলোখক িবেেে আখছ :
“থেষোম্ এি অনু কম্পোেম্ে অহাং অঞ্জোনোং েমঃ ।
নোেোয়োবম আত্মভোিখস্তো ঞ্জোনেীখপন ভোস্বেো ।।”
অেোৎ,
ে থয ভিরো আমোখে মন থরখ , ভোখলোখিখস পূেো কখরন অন্তযোবম
ে আবম ঞ্জোখনর উজ্জ্বল েীপ থজ্বখল েোঁখের অঞ্জোনেবনে অেকোর
েূর কবর।
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রিীন্দ্রনোখের গীেবিেোখনর প্রেম খের প্রেম অধ্যোয় “পূেো” থে একটো কবিেো বিখেষভোখি গীেোর এই থলোখকর বভবিগে। কবিেোটটর নোম
“আমোর এ ঘখর আপনোর কখর গৃহেীপ োবন জ্বোখলো থহ”। সোমোনয পবরিেেন কখর রিীন্দ্রনোে এ গোনটটখক “LIGHT THE LAMP OF THY
LOVE” নোখম ইাংখরেীখে প্রকোে কখরন। এই কবিেো আধ্যোশ্চত্মক ভোখি আরও গভীর। কবিেোটট নীখচ বেলোম :
LIGHT THE LAMP OF THY LOVE
In my house, with Thine own hands,
Light the lamp of Thy love!
Thy transmuting lamp entrancing,
Wondrous are its rays.
Change my darkness to Thy light, Lord!
Change my darkness to Thy light.
And my evil into good.
Touch me but once and I will change,
All my clay into Thy gold
All the sense lamps that I did light
Sooted into worries
Sitting at the door of my soul,
Light Thy resurrecting lamp!
িোাংলোয় এিাং ইাংখরেীখে থল ো এই কবিেোটট একই আবধ্দেবিক ভোি প্রকোে কখর। অন্তযোবম
ে পরমোত্মোর কোখছ প্রোেনো
ে ঞ্জোনেীপ জ্বোবলখয়
থযন অন্তখরর অেকোর, মবলনেো েূর কখর আত্মোখক পুনেীবিে কখরন। টঠক থযমন গীেোর থলোক ১১ থে ভগিোন শ্রীকৃষ্ণ িখলখছন
অেুন
ে খক । পরমহাংস থযোগোনন্দ “LIGHT THE LAMP OF THY LOVE” কবিেোটটখক সুর বেখয় chant খেবর কখরন। েোঁর রবচে “Cosmic
Chants”এর অন্তগেে Self – Realization Fellowship এর Chant টট ভিরো পৃবেিীময় থযোগোনখন্দর আশ্রখম এিাং ধ্যোনমশ্চন্দখর এ
Chant টট প্রোয়ই কখরন ধ্যোন শুরু করোর আখগ। থেোমরো হয়খেো েোখনো পোিোেয থেখের িহু চোখচে গীেোঞ্জলীর এই Chant এিাং
রিীন্দ্রনোখের আরও সি আধ্যোশ্চত্মক কবিেো Chants বহসোখি িযোিহোর করো হয়।
সাংখেখপ আিোর িবল :রিীন্দ্রনোখের িহু কবিেো এিাং গোখনর বভবি হখচ্ছ সনোেন ধ্খমরে েোে। Noble Prize পোওয়োর কখয়ক িছ্রর পখর বেবন বেেোলয় সাংগঠন
সম্বখে আখলোচনো করোর েনয পরমহাংস থযোগোনন্দখক বনম্নত্রন কখরন েোবন্তবনখকেখন। প্রসেক্রখম রিীন্দ্রনোে িখলন ভোরখের ধ্মগ্রন্থ
ে
এিাং
বিেযোপবে হখলন রোিীন্দ্র সোবহখেযর অনযেম থপ্ররনো।
রিীন্দ্রনোে েোনখেন কমখযোগ
ে
এিাং ঞ্জোনখযোগ ভশ্চিখযোখগ পবরেে হয় য ন ভখির আত্মো পরমোত্মোর সখে বমলখনর পখে বিখেষ ভোখি
এবগখয় যোয়।
এটট আমোর কোখছ আর এক লেে থয সনোেন ধ্খমরে অনযোনয় ঋবষর মে রিীন্দ্রনোখের কবিেো ও গোন গভীর ঈশ্বর থপ্রখমর এিাং েোঁর উপর
বনভেরেোর প্রমোন িহন কখর । মোনিেোর প্রবে রিীন্দ্রনোখের এই অিেোন সময় ও র্স্োখনর অেীে।
অিখেখষ গীেোঞ্জলী থেখক ভোরেিষ েেোগরখের েনয ঋবষ রিীন্দ্রনোখের ঈশ্বখরর এক প্রোেনো
ে কবিেো বেখয় থেষ করবছ।
“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high ;
Where knowledge is free ;
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments by
narrow domestic walls ;
Where words come out from the depth of truth ;
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection ;
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into
the dreary desert sand of dead habit ;
Where the mind is led forward by Thee into ever widening
thought and action;
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake! “
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